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The REAL
evolution
At Montana Colors, we wanted to do 
a complete overhaul of our most popular 
product which not only transformed graffiti art 
all over the world but also the spray 
paint industry as a whole.

The new Hardcore 2 still maintains its glossy 
finish and high pressure characteristics but 
now has a new formulation that offers a much 
faster drying time and excellent coverage in 
all colors. We also present the Pop range, 
ideal for inventing effects and enhancing 
the rest of the colors.
 

Montana Colors presents:



      High coverage
The new Hardcore 2 offers better coverage 
than its predecessor due to a thicker formula 
which is dense with high quality pigments. 
The composition of the pigments has been 
studied, color by color, so as to guarantee the 
ideal combination for each one. In this way, 
we managed to create a paint with a uniform 
coverage with a sufficient density to 
eliminate drips.

  

 Quick drying
Thanks to a combination of quick solvents 
and strengthening additives, all of the 
Montana Colors products are held to a quick 
drying standard. In just a few seconds,  the 
solvent evaporates leaving an almost instanta-
neous finish.  

 
High gloss finish
At Montana Colors, we always 
defend Hardcore’s status as the best 
high-gloss paint available, especially 
for outdoor graffiti. Now we’ve 
reached the correct equilibrium with 
a smooth and glossy finish which 
conceals the direction of the outline 
and offers better resistance to the 
passing of time. Make sure your 
photos are taken without flash!

 R&D
Small details are an essential part of innovation, 
and even more so when dealing with something 
studied in so much detail as a simple cardboard 
box or the surface of an aerosol can.

The new box handle helps you comfortably 
identify the color which it contains.

The new Hardcore is great to both look 
at and to touch!



RV 219 / Verde París / Paris Green

RV 220 / Verde UFO / UFO Green

RV 21 / Verde Quirúrgico / Surgical Green

R 6016 / Verde Oscuro / Dark Green

RV 221 / Verde Persefone / Persephone Green

RV 235 / Verde Veneno / Poison Green

RV 236 / Verde Mojito / Mojito Green

RV 16 / Verde Pistacho / Pistachio Green

RV 34 / Verde Guacamole / Guacamole Green

RV 237 / Verde Cologno N. / Cologno N. Green

RV 20 / Amarillo Fiesta / Party YellowYY

R 1021 / Amarillo Claro / Light YellowYY

RV 11 / Amarillo Ganges / Ganges Yellow

RV 17 / Arena Tenere / Tenere Sand

RV 246 / Marrón Druida / Druid Brown

RV 247 / Marrón Tepuy / Tepuy Browny

RV 248 / Marrón Baobab / Baobab Brown

RV 249 / Marrón Galgo / Greyhound Brown

R 8002 / Marrón Tostado / Toasted Brown

RV 15 / Verde Manzana / Apple Green

RV 250 / Verde Rambo / Rambo Green

R 6013 / Verde Caqui / Khaki Green

R 6003 / Verde Olivo / Olive Green

RV 251 / Verde Bosque / Forest Green

RV 231 / Azul Cousteau / Cousteau Blue

RV 232 / Azul Glaciar / Glacier Blue

RV 14 / Azul Planeta / Planet Blue

RV 233 / Azul Christiania / Christiania Blue

RV 234 / Azul Índigo / Indigo Blue

RV 211 / Rosa Amor / Love Pink

R 4003 / Erika / Erika

R 4010 / Magenta / Magenta

RV 212 / Rojo Akari / Akari Red

RV 213 / Rojo Merlot / Merlot Red

RV 214 / Violeta / Violet

RV 215 / Violeta Profeta / Prophet Violet

RV 3 / Violeta Azulado / Blue Violet

RV 216 / Violeta Anonymous / Anonymous Violet

RV 28 / Violeta Cosmos / Cosmos Violet/

RV 8 / Azul Claro / Light Blue

RV 217 / Azul Avatar / Avatar Blue

RV 30 / Azul Eléctrico / Electric Blue

R 5005 / Azul Oscuro / Dark Blue

RV 218 / Azul Neptuno / Neptune Blue

RV 227 / Azul Waimea / Waimea Blue

RV 228 / Azul Zeppelin / Zeppelin Blue

RV 229 / Azul Andrómeda / Andromeda Blue

R 5002 / Azul Ultramar / Ultramarine Blue

RV 230 / Azul Leviatán / Leviatan Blue

RV 224 / Violeta Bruja / Witch Violet

RV 225 / Violeta Geisha / Geisha Violet

R 4006 / Púrpura / Purple

RV 226 / Violeta Tube / Tube Violet

R 4007 / Cereza / Cherry

RV 33 / Rojo Colorado / Colorado Red

R 3020 / Rojo Claro / Light Red

R 3001 / Rojo Vivo / Intense Red

R 3004 / Rojo Burdeos / Bourdeaux Red

RV 223 / Rojo Buda / Buddha Red

R 9010 / Blanco Divinidad / Divinity White

RV 6 / Gris Claro / Light Grey

R 7040 / Gris Perla / Pearl Grey

R 7031 / Gris Oscuro / Dark Grey

R 7016 /  Gris Antracita / Anthracite Grey

R 9011 / Negro / Black

RV 208 / Calabaza / Pumpkin

R 2003 / Naranja Pastel / Pastel Orange

R 2004 / Naranja / Orange

RV 209 / Naranja Calcuta / Calcutta Orange

RV 210 / Naranja Prometeo / Prometheus Orange

RV 206 / Amarillo Atacama / Atacama YellowYY

R 1017 / Melocotón / Peach

R 1028 / Amarillo Medio / Medium YellowYY

RV 207 / Mango / Mango

R 8023 / Mostaza / Mustard

RV 222 / Amarillo Playa / Beach Yellow

Blanco Satinado / Blanco Mate Negro Satinado / Negro Mate

RV 238 / Amarillo Gigante / Giant YellowYY

RV 239 / Amarillo Luxor / Luxor Yellow

RV 240 / Naranja Kenya / Kenya Orange

RV 242 / Rojo Soviet / Soviet Redt

R 6018 / Verde Valle / Valley Green

RV 245 / Cian / Cyan

POP Colors

RV 244 / Rosa Miami / Miami Pink

RV 243 / Azul Babilonia / Babylon Blue

RV 241 / Rojo Madrid / Madrid Red

Other Hardcore products

Color chart 88 Colours, ¡45 New!
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Full range of colors
With the development of the new 
formula, we optimized our color 
range to give better consistency 
to a color chart which had some 
structural deficiencies. The new 
chart is composed of brighter and 
more attractive colors, each of which 
guarantee great coverage. Along 
the way, we’ve disposed of some of 
the classic colors, but we’re sure that 
we’ll all enjoy the new colors even 
more!

 POP colors
In the same way that there are colors 
which cover very well, there are others 
within the Pop range which have extra 
qualities, that are precious due to their 
intensity when applied onto a white 
surface.
And thus the colors of pure pigmentation 
are born, ideal for innovation and taking 
your creations to the next level.

 Velocity
When talking about spray paint,
 the concept of velocity always comes 
into play, whether it be the speed at 
which it dries, or the speed at which the 
paint leaves the can. The latter is a very 
important element because it determines 
how comfortable the spray is to use. 
The ideal way is that the paint should 
adapt to our movements, and not vice 
versa. Following this premise, the Hardcore 
2 offers a continuous flow which adjusts to 
your movements from start to finish, both 
with caps for broad outlines and also for 
finer details.

 Coverage control
With the new Hardcore, we’re 
demonstrating the new Montana Colors 
coverage scale, a new system which allows 
us to indicate the grade of coverage of 
each color on the chart.

The same information will also be available 
on the ‘Donut’s, according to the following 
rating:

1/5 Less coverage 
5/5 Maximum coverage

 Perfection
With the Hardcore 2, we managed to 
eliminate defects in the finish (bubbles, 
peaks, etc) caused by overlapping layers 
of paint. In a way, we have achieved 
perfection in the uniform finish of 
the final paint film. 



Cap system

Hardcore System

Other recommended caps

Guide measurements. The width of the line may vary according to the speed and the distance from the wall.



Environment
Throughout time, paint has not just served to 
decorate and embellish spaces, but also to protect 
and conserve surfaces. Expanding upon this concept 
of conservation, Montana Colors created and 
breathed life into the slogan “Keep the Planet 
Clean”, which determines our commitment in all 
of our actions, from production to distribution, 
in an effort to impact the environment as little 
as possible. It’s something which we also demand 
from our suppliers and pass down to our clients.

100% reliability 
Weather conditions can significantly affect the 
performance and behavior of aerosols because 
the gases which act as  propellants for the paint, 
can also be affected by the temperature of the 
surrounding environment. 

 This same commitment is what drives us to 
manufacture our products under the highest and 
most rigorous standards of quality and respect for 
the environment.  We know this to be true because 
our control over production is real, it is monitored 
closely and because it is all performed in our facilities 
in Barcelona (Spain).

It is our commitment to reach future generations 
with a planet that is getting better every day. 
.

Circumventing this problem has been one 
of the strong points of the development 
of Hardcore 2, and we have managed to do so, 
exceeding all expectations. Without increasing 
the quantity of ozone harmful gases, we made 
adjustments so that the aerosol would function 
correctly in temperatures between 14º and 104ºF.
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You can also look for the new Hardcore chart in our 
application for Smart Phone, the Montana Colors App.
Version 1.1 available for iPhone and Android.

New Blackbook, search for colors, and much more...

More information:
montanacolors.com/app


